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Weather
Occasional rain or driaU over ml
o( ih. .lot.. A llnle nnw Tuesday.
Hlfk In Ih* 40's.
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Thought For The Day
True happiness consists not
in Ih* multitude of friends, but
in Ih* worth and choice.
—Ben Jonson
No. 27

Artist Series Announces Performance
By Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra
The Philadelphia Symphony

"N

Orchestra, under the baton of

Sigma Nu Is Restored

Dr. Eugene Ormandy. will be
the second Artist Series presentation of the year with a

To University Standing
^^
Photo br Mllee
FOUR OHCHESIS MEMBEB8 rshearse one of UM numbers to be (•alined la
the modem done* club's annual concert Friday and Saturday nights In Ih*
main auditorium. From lelt lo right Ibey are Carol Ann Prysl. Carolyn Rumraery.
Hairl.l McCooL and Cynthia Wafflag.

Orchesis Will Present
Modern Dance Concert
2 New Projectors
Will Aid Showing
Of Campus Movies
Movie* are going; to be better
than ever at BGSU!
Through the efforts of the Campus Movie Committee, two new
movie projectors were purchased
during the week before finals and
installed Jan. 23, in time lor the
showing of "There's No Business
Like Show Business."
On November 10, in a report
to Prcs. Ralph W. McDonald the
committee stated the main defects of the old projectors were
poor sound, uneven speed, and
dim and unsteady picture. The
$13,147 projectors, according to
Farrar M. Cobb, director of the
University Union, were made by
the Eastman Co. of Rochester,
N.Y.
Some of the features of the new
equipment are: they will throw
twice as much light as the old
ones; they are so bright that a
filter must be used with black and
white film to keep it from burning; they have completely automatic changeover from projector to
projector; and the sound equipment is the finest available.
Don Hinde, assistant building
superintendent of the Union stated, "The projectors are of a quality comparable to that found in
professional movie houses."
"The only technical difficulties
we foresee now are with worn
films," stated the committee in
summing up the new orojectors.
The Campus Movie Committee,
a subcommittee in the Entertainment Department of the Union
Activities
Organization,
which
worked for many months on the
project, is composed of Neil Staten, chairman, Jan Stash, Barbara
Uhl, Jim Wilkens, Cheryl Boyd,
and Louann Mcrrick. Dr. Stuart
Givens is the faculty member.

Reservations Of KEY
Available Until Feb. 14
Persons who did not order a copy
of the 1969 KEY in the fall can
still reserve one, according to Edward Carpenter, KEY business
manager. By paying $6 at the
fee-payment windows of ihe Business Office in the Administration
BIdg. before Saturday, Feb. 14,
any student or other person connected with the University will
be sure of getting a KEY in the
spring.

Orchesis, the campus modern
dance group, will present its annual dance concert at 8 p.m. Friday and Saturday in the main
auditorium. Admission is free.
The program will open with a
production number, "Theme and
Variations," followed by solos and
duets danced to the music from
"Around the World in 80 Days"
and "The Donkey Serenade."
An original dance composition
by Mary Jo Freshley will include
Schuller's "Music for Brass,"
Gustav's "Mars,"
and
Goya's
"Series of the Disasters of War."
The officers of the group will
present a special number featuring hula hoops.
Members of the cast include:
Harriet McCool, Cynthia Walling,
Carol
Prysi, Carol
Rummery,
Carol Leach, Fern Abrams, Diane
Armstrong, Sue Kramer, Mary Jo
Freshley, Alice Saba, Midge Beckman, Sue Bignall,
Carol Lyn, Carolyn Weltmer,
Bobby Articling, Gretchen Bogan,
Janet Smik, Karen Gleitz, Judy
Moorette, Joyce Kramer, Nancy
Wilder, Karen Hetrick, Beverly
Martin, Barbara Stinn, Jan Overman, Barbara Corrigan, Lois Abbe
and Jane Frost.

Honors Earned
By 8 Graduates
Of the 152 students receiving
degrees at the University's MidYear Commencement Jan. 30,
eight were graduated with scholastic honors.
Each of the eight honor graduates completed his college .studies
with a cumulative grade average
of 3.5 or higher.
Mrs. Gloria Gail Teet was graduated magna cum laude (with
highest honors).
Seven were graduated cum
laude (with honor). They are:
Jeanne C. Carlson, Larry Gene
Geissler,, Robert F. Godfrey, Hildegard A. Henrich, Mrs. Frances
Piasecki Kramer, Frances Mary
Miller, and Mary R. Smith.
Miss Carlson received the bachelor of science degree. The others
received the degree of bachelor
of science in education.
Air Force ROTC cadets being
graduated were Wayne F. Short,
Kenneth R. Rulff, and James Van
Winkle. Army ROTC cadets were
Steve P. Takacs Jr., James E. Derr,
and Glenn A. Vogel.

World Views...
WASHINGTON—Secretary Dulles says the western allies have
resolved to stay in Berlin, and have reached general agreement on a
plan of action against any new Soviet blockade. Dulles made the statement at Washington airport after returning from conferences in London,
Paris and Bonn.
LONDON—The British government has announced complete support for Secretary Dulles' statement that the West will make no concessions on Berlin without counter-concessions by the Russians. At
the same time the foreign office said that it is solely up to the Kremlin
whether there will be any risk of war over Berlin.
MOSCOW—The Soviet news agency Tass has ripped into Secretary Dulles. Tass said statements by the Secretary show that Dulles is—
in its words—"owing suspicions, evoking distrust and fear, and intensifying by every means tension in relations between countries."
BERLIN—The East German Communists have attacked Mayor
Willy Brandt of West Berlin, and say he has gone on what they call
the "Cold War-Path" through the United States. The Reds attacked
Brandt in particular for conferring in Washington with Eleanor Dulles,
a sister of the Secretary and a State Department Adviser on Berlin.
WASHINGTON—The administration's School Bill went to the
House and Senate yesterday. The measure is expected to give the
nation more classrooms by spending Federal money to help needy
school districts and colleges pay off their construction bonds.
Compiled from the wires of the United *r**s uleraonoaal

Sigma Nu fraternity has
been "returned to good standing" with the University, in
the words of Elden T. Smith,
dean of students. Leaders of
the national fraternity made
a recommendation to Pres. Ralph
W. McDonald that the local chapter's suspension be tiftfed, and
he has accepted it.
The Grand Council of Sigma Nu
suspended the chapter last March
for violation of the University
liquor regulations. Recently, membership was restored to selected
members of the former chapter by
the Council, following the lifting
of the suspension and the University's approval.
With the suspension being lifted, the fraternity is again able
to take part in the activities on
the campus as an organization. It
will have representatives on the
Interfraternity Council, hold chapter meetings, and will participate
in the spring rush program for
freshman men.
Sigma Nu will he housed at 605
Ridge St. in one of the houses
owned by the University. The
house, directly north of Alpha
Phi, will serve as a center for
the fraternity's activities, but only
six members will be living there.
As the house is only a temporary
quarters, there are no eating facilities provided. Serving as University approved houseparents will
be Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jardine.
Details of reactivating the chapter were worked out by a special
committee of Sigma Nu alumni.
University officials, and six of the
students who were reinstated by
the national frateniity. Included
in this committee's duties was the
task of inspecting and reviewing
the remaining members of the
former chapter. Only those who
were approved by this committee
are now able to participate in the
local chapter's activities. The rest
of the members still belong to the
national Sigma Nu fraternity, but
will not be affiliated with the BG
chapter in any way.
Last week, officers were elected
by the 23 men who now hold membership in the local chapter. Elected president was Roy Kerscher,
with Robert Jardine serving as
treasurer. Rush chairmen are Walter Bishop and Tom Lewis, while
Gene Higgiru and Ray Martin
will serve as pledge masters.

New Students
Arrive At BG;
Orientation Held
Approximately 170 new students arrived on campus Tuesday
morning to begin their life M
Rowling Green student*. Their
agenda during Tuesday and Wednesday included a general meeting, placement tests, meetings with
the deans of the colleges and the
dean of men and the dean of women, as well as completion of registration and paying of fees, according to James Hof, admissions
director.
For the first time, the mid-year
new student* attended a brief orientation program Tuesday night
in the Dogwood Suite of the Union, stated Miss Anne Potoky,
coordinator of student activities.
At this meeting Peg Faic explained the areas of student participation in University administration
such as University committees,
etc.; Delight Thompson, president
of the Union, outlined the Union
Activities Organizations; Thelnia
Madden, managing editor of the
B-G NEWS, introduced the paper
and KEY to the new students; :ind
lion O'Lcary explained the uses for
the student identification card.
The Student Orientation Hoard
was in charge of the program.
Following the meeting, the
group adjourned to the Carnation
Room for an informal social hour.
Recorded music was nvailablc for
dancing and entertainment was
provided by Bob Sealander, Skip
Ferderber, and "Those Two," Thelma Madden and Ron O'Leary. The
hosts and hostesses for the social
hour also taught the Alma Mater
to the new students, and Ray Marvin accompanied the singing on
the piano. Miss Madden and O'Leary were in charge of the entertainment
Completion of the orientation
program took place Sunday afternoon as Dr. and Mrs. Ralph W.
McDonald held a tea in honor of
the new students in the Dogwood
Suite of the University Union.
Norm Nunamaker, president of
the Student Body, and Roger Carr,
president of the freshman class,
were included in the receiving line.

Crusade For Freedom
To Hold Truth Contest
Readers of the B-G NEWS now have the chance to join
the rest of the American public to broadcast individual messages to the captive people behind the Iron Curtain. The Crusade for Freedom, which supports Radio Free Europe, also
announced a free trip to Europe to be awarded to the six
best Truth Broadcasts.
The persons who write the six
best Truth Broadcasts will be
flown to Europe to broadcast their
truth messages personally from
RFF.'s headquarters In Munich,
Germany. Two hundred other winning Truth Broadcasts will be rewarded with table model and shortwave radio sets.

broadcasts to Communist-dominated Poland, Czechoslovakia, Roumania and Bulgaria.

performance at 8:30 p.m. Feb.
19, in the Grand Ballroom of the
University Union.
Tickets sales for the student
section will end at noon Tuesday.
Feb. 17. Students may obtain
tickets by presenting their identification cards and 10 cents at the
ticket window on the second floor
of the Administration llldir. Reserved seats arc also on sale at
$2.75, general, and $8.75, balcony.
Advance sales Indicate an excellent turn out, said members of the
Artist Series Committee.
Dr. Ormandy, conductor anil
music director of the Orchestra,
has guided the ensemble for the
past 22 years. The recipient of
many awards, he holds honorary
doctorates from eight universities
anil recognition from foreign governments as a distinguished musician. Newsweek has hailed him
"the top man of the top orchestra."
The Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra gave its first concert on
Nov. 16, 1000, at the Academy
of Music in Philadelphia. Among
its former distinguished conductors have been Fritz Sc.hecl, Carl
Pohlig, and 1 .<•..|i..1.1 Stokowski.
Previous guest performances with
the Orchestra brought Dr. Ormandy to the podium after Arturc Toscanini was unable to appeur due
to illness in 1031. In the summer
of IU3H his brilliant and masterful direction was recognized with
a contract and since then he has
been the Orchestra's permanent
conductor and music director
"Certainly the finest orchestra.
I think, now playing in America
. . . which means anywhere,'' said
Virgil Thomson, music critic for
the New York Herald Tribune.

325 Women Signed
For Sorority Rush;
Open Houses Begin
Friday, 326 freshman and upperclass women registered for the
formal sorority rush period beginning with a series of open houses,
which will continue through Thursday.
The rushers arc required to visit
each of the 11 houses for one hour,
according to Beth Adams, president of Panhellenic Council. Open
houses are being held from 4 to
5 p.m., 6:30 to 7:30 p.m., and
7:30 to 8:30 p.m. each night
Friday, rushees should be in the
rcc hall of the Administration
Bldg. from 9 a.m. to noon to sign
up for the houses they wish to
visit again or visit for the first
time on this day Miss Adams emphasized. For this day only, the
rushees may select as many as six
houses to attend for one half hour
each from 4 to 8:30 p.m.
Invitations to the first parties
may be picked up in the rec hall
between 9 a.m. and noon, Thursday, Feb. 19. The rushee must return her regrets or acceptances
by 4 p.m. of the same day. Eight
invitations may be accepted for the
hour long parties to be held Friday
and Saturday, Feb. 20 and 21.

A truth Broadcast is the completion of the following sentence
in 25 words or less: "As an American I support Radio Free Europe
because—" An entry blank or a
plain piece of paper may be used
if it is mailed with the original
author's name and addres to: CRUSADE FOR FREEDOM, Box 10P, Mt Vernon 10, N.Y., no later
than March 31.
Entry blanks have been made
available through a nationwide advertising campaign on the Truth
Broadcast Program sponsored by
the Advertising Council and may
be obtained in the B-G NEWS
office.
Supported by American contributions to the Crusade, RFE

EUGENE ORMANDY *xpr*ss*s a
(••ling of satisfaction al Ih* conclusion
of a praclics session of the Philadelphia
Symphony Orchestra. Th« famsd or*
chestra and 11s conductor will appsat
on the campus la a concert Thursday.
Feb. It. as parl of the Arils I Series.

BGSU Notified
Of $27,471 Aid
For Loan Fund
Pres. Ralph W. McDonald has
received word that the University
will receive $27,471 from the U.S.
Office of Education in establishment of the national defense student loan program. The grant is
being made under a provision of
the National Defense Education
Act of 1958.
As soon as the word was received, Prcs. McDonald directed
Robert K. McKay, student financial aid counselor, to begin reviewing the loan applications made
by students needing financial aid
during the remainder of the academic year.
Although the money has not
been received by the University,
McKay said "tentative approval"
had been given to "many" applications, and these students will
now be able to finish the school
year.
The $27,471 is allocated for
only the remainder of this school
year, McKay explained, and will
probably be exhausted. The University has already made application for a substantial grant in
1959-60.
According to provisions of the
NDE Act, Bowling Green, and
other institutions of higher education, have to match each $9 the
Federal government advances with
$1 of the institution's own funds.
Also, each college is to hanule its
own student loan fund and select
the individuals who are to receive
loans to enable them to continue
their education.
Requests for nearly $62 million
—more than 10 times the amount
available—were received by the
Office of Education from schools
throughout the country. The total
amount of money authorized by
the Act for distribution among
schools and colleges in the fiscal
1959 was $47,500,000, but all of
this was not to be used for student loan funds, McKay explained.
Largest allotment in Ohio went
to Kent State University — $31.808. Ohio Northern University,
Ada, and Oberlin College each received $13,013. The University of
Toledo was allotted $3,133, and
Ohio State University, $9,639.

Tryouts Scheduled
For One Act Plays

TWO PANHELLENIC COUNCIL REPBESENTATIVE8. Doha Zola's Nancy Eckort
and Joy Bordw. In Ike watte blouse, dbaet In. reeteeagua el several rresBesa
-omen for the sorority rush proem wMdt began yesterday. MOOT. 3M freshman and uppetdass woaea registered let reek.

Tryouts for parts in four oneact plays to be presented by a
directing class in the speech department will be held from 7 to
9:30 tonight in Gate Theatre.
The rooms assigned to the student directors are 7, 9, 11, and 12.
The directors and their plays
are Nancy Trailer, "Smarty's
Party;" Gary Schommer, "WurselFlumraery;" La Delle Gerlach,
"The Swan Song;" and Lou Bove,
"The Passing of Chow Chow."

Editorially Speaking

Teacher
Placement

The 'Oppressed7 Have Company
Have

colleges

become

type of decision making is a violation of indi-

too paternal, too concerned over student wel-

vidual rights, as well as an incentive for stu-

fare?

dents to shirk responsibility."

There

are

and

some

universities

students

at

Bowling

Green who would answer a hearty "yes" to
this question, because of various regulations

At

the

University

of

Michigan,

the

Daily editor criticized "paternalism" in academics. Some professors take attendance and

enforced by the University and its Board of

give frequent quizzes to make sure everyone

Trustees. But these persons, who are inclined

keeps up.

to cite other schools as places where the student enjoys more "freedom"
regarded

as

"greener

(and hence are

pastures"),

may

be

surprised to learn that other college students
are "unfairly oppressed."
In

editorials

last

He cites the elaborate counseling

system, the close supervision of class schedules, of fraternities, sororities

and

dorms.

Parents of freshman girls get letters telling
personality and general behavior of residents

month,

two Big Ten

is recorded.
So,

brought forth. The University of Minnesota
administrators were criticized for their strict
enforcement of the school's student housing
policy. In essence, this is that students who
live away from home must live in University
inspected and approved housing. The Minne-

it

appears

schools could

be

that at least

regarded

as

two other

being

in

the

same "bad," if not worse, shape as Bowling
Green. Some students there are also crying
for more "freedom," choice, selection, or what
have you.

necessary

Yet with some careful and diligent think-

to insure adequate housing ... to pacify par-

ing it should be realized that more criticism

Daily

editorialized:

"It

is

ents. The students themserves clamor for ade-

would be raised, and

quate housing . . . We need adequate housing,

grounds

and we agree the university could help pro-

were rather loose in their regulations regard-

for

it,

there would be better

if colleges

and

universities

vide information as to what is and what is

ing their students' conduct. Gaining education

not for our best interests ... But this is where

as a college student is no easy task, and if

the paternalism should stop."

experienced administrators and officials be-

The editor went on to say that students

lieve that it can be eased by creating a certain

should then be left to decide where they should

environment,

live,

accepted as aids and not bonds.

and stated

UCF To Offer

how their daughters are doing. Adjustment,

dailies raised the same question that we have

sota

Teacher placement interviews
will resume Feb. 23 and continue
every weekday until Easter vacation according to the Teacher
Placement Office.
Interview schedules will be posted on clipboards in the College of
Education office beginning Monday. Interviewees are reminded
that teacher credentials should be
turned in at the education office
before registering for an inter-

firmly that

revoking

"this

On Campos MaxShuiman
with

(By Ike Author of"Rally Round the Flag, Boytl"and,
"Barefoot Boy with Cheek.")

THE GIRL I LEFT BEHIND ME
It happen* every day. A young man ROCS off to college leaving
hia home-town sweetheart with vows of eternal love, and then
he finda that he has outgrown her. What, in such coses, is the
honorable thing to do?
Well sir, you can do what Rock Sigafoos did.
When Rock left Cut and Shoot, Pa., he said to his sweetheart,
a simple country lass named Teas d'Urlwrvilles, "My dear,
though I am far awny in college, I will love you always. I will
never look at another girl. If I do, may my eyeballs parch and
wither, may my visoera writhe like adders, may the moths get
my new tweed jacket I"
Then he clutched Teas to his bosom and planted a final kiss
upon her fragrant young skull and went awny, meaning with
all his heart to be faithful.

then

their

rulings

should

be

Cobus Hour Guest
Is New York CPA
The executive director of the
American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants, John I.. Carey
of New York, will be the speaker
at the University's Cobus Hour at
3:30 p.m. tomorrow in the Hall of
Music recital auditorium.
Mr. Carey plans to speak on
"Strengthening
Our
Democracy
With Business Ethics." His talk
will be based on the propositions
that the American public will not
stand
for undesirable business
ethics and that, consequently, the
industrial leaders of the future
will be chosen from the business
men who have the highest standards of ethical conduct.
The guest speaker, a graduate
of Yale University, is the former
editor and present publisher of
The Journal of Accountancy, lie
is the author of many professional
ethics of certified public accountants. His memberships, in addition
to the Institute, include the American Society of Association Executives and the American Management Association.

New Changes Seen
In Main Auditorium

you fatdo m IccK (mm &t<
But on the very first day of college he met a coed named Fata
Morgana, a girl of such sophistication, such poise, such tavoir
fain as Rock had never beheld. She spoke knowingly of Fran*
Kafka, she hummed Mozart, she smoked Marlboros, the cigarette with better "makin'i". Now, Rock didn't know Franz
Kafka from Pinocchio, or Mozart from James K. Polk, but
Marlboros he knew full well. He knew that anyone who smoked
Marlboros was modern and advanced and as studded with
brains as a ham with cloves. Good sense tells you that you can't
beat Marlboro's new improved filter, and you never could beat
Marlboro's fine flavor. This Rock knew.
So all day he followed Fata around campus and listened to
her talk about Franz Kafka, and then in the evening he went

Changes can be seen in the main
auditorium of the Administration
Rldg.. Light green was used to
paint the ceiling, walls, and the
asbestos curtain of the stage, which
was trimmed with gold paint, according to John W. Bunn, director
of residential and plant operations.
New red velvet draperies have
replaced the old ones, which were
new in 1932, he added.

Religion Classes
Three-non-credit religion courses
sponsored
by United Christian
Fellowship and the Lutheran Student Association began this week,
according to the Rev. Paul hock,
director of UCF.
In order for an interested student to enroll, he need only attend the class, slated the Rev.
Hock.
The Rev. Gordon Johnson of the
Bowling
Green
Trinity
EUB
church is teaching "The Book of
Job" Monduy at 3:30 p.m. in the
Croghun-Hnrri-son Rooms of the
Union. Although the clans met
for the first time yesterday afternoon, students may still enroll.
"(ireat Twentieth Century
Christians" will be taught by Miss
Murge Larson, LSA advisor, starting today at 3:30 p.m. in the same
room of the Union.
Thursday at 3:30 p.m. in the
I'ink Dogwood Room of the Union
will mark the first class masting
of the course, "Christian Approach
To Marriage" and will be taught
by Rev. Bock nod Dr. Donald Longworth, chairman of the sociology
department.

Meeting For Council
Postponed To Feb. 18
Th» Student Council m«»iinq ich«
dul.d (or Thursday hat b»*n cancelled and will b» held at 6:30 p.m.
Feb. 18 In the Taft Room o| (he
University Union, announced Carolyn Krukemyer. secretary of the
Student Body.
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ENDS TUESDAY—"INN OF THE SIXTH HAPPINESS"

WED. - SAT.

CLAZEL
T

HE."TKE nOWll'.r

r.ui i ; ,

back to the dormitory and found this letter from his home-town
iweethcart Teas:

P.S

I can do my Hula Hoop 3,000 time*.

Well sir, Rock thought about Teas and then he thought about
Fata and then a great sadness fell upon him. Suddenly he knew
he had outgrown young, innocent Teas; his heart now belonged
to smart, sophisticated Fata.
Rock, being above all things honorable, returned forthwith
to his home town und walked up to Teas and looked her in the
eye and said manfully, "I do not love you any more. I love

KEENAN WYNN ELAINE STRIICH-i™"
MARCEL OALIO ^UNDURISTAL

• iWHuBaha

AW* well that tnd* well— including Philip Mont*. Philip
Morrl* and* welt and begin* well and t* made ot superb
natural tobacco* by the tarn* people who maka Marlboro*.

Nature and mechanism: they
were simple things actually. But
we'd never reully known them. We
didn't, because we failed to understand what we were to them. There
had always been a big convertible
that climbed mountains as if they
were ant hills. If it rained, we put
Up the top, if the tank went dry,
we just called good ol' Dad or dug
deep for the Esso credit card. Nature and mechanism: they were
merely stooges for us conquerers.
We experienced Italy and also
the vibrancy of her peoples, who
fence life into a playground and
revel in the gaiety of good time.
They laugh, they love, they fight.
Building sand castles and swinging
on swings and running races and
climbing jungle gyms, they gxyc
not so much as a glance their playpen at the brooding melancholy of
adultism, the logical, the correct.
Life lived. It brought recollections of our "security at the utmost—just be an average Joe—
other directed land "whose inhabitants waver between life lived and
life going to be lived." We remembered that we were supposed to
be a part of the Atomic generations
who were going to blast off the
launching pad with a repercussion
that would sound the world around.
But what were we instead?
Thinking back to what we'd been
and done we are the age of the
mull. We mull and mull, acquiring
defense mechanisms and inhibitions

And then ... as quick as it
had come, it went. The last segment ended. Europe was no more.
We were on a ship bound for
America.
I still remember walking her
di'cks thinking of what it had all
been—those seven months of being
a student in Europe. Finally, I
gummed it up in three paragraphs
of jottings, entitled 'Just standin/
doin nothing/in nowhere."
Sky hazy. Moon misty. Wind
hollering hell . . . wimpering. No
cnrs/people/houses—nothing! And
me?
Nowhere.
Nowhere
cause
there's nothing.
Too far: where I've been; where
I'm going.
But—somehow/sometime—got to get. Get where its
Got. Cause then I've been, then I
am . . . until once again I'm up
und off and out and going and
why and being why.
But maybe . . . maybe I should
free and knowing why and caring
be where I am; not where I would.
Then I'd be for certain: just
standio/doin nothing in nowhere.

Interview
Schedule
Feb. 11
Hoffman LaKoche Laboratories,
Mr. Ross Chevy; men for pharmaceutical sales with a background
in the physical sciences.
Standard Oil Co., Ohio, Mr. J.
F. Murray; men for Management
Training and persons interested
in marketing programs.
Feb. II
Army Ordnance Depot, Mr. D.
W. Astry; math and physics seniors for ordnance installations.
YWCA, Mrs. Ford Weber; senior women in HPE, the social
sciences, and education.
Feb. 1?
Diamond Alkali Co., Cleveland,
Mr. William Abele; accountants,
general business, claims adjusting,
finance, industrial management,
insurance, math, office management, real estate, and statistics.
Central Intelligence Agency, Mr.
G. F. Wilson; typing, sten .graphical, and secretarial positions.

— SWEETHEART NIGHT —
Saturday, Feb. 14—Valentine Day
It'* your chance to win one of valuable Valentine Gifts
to be awarded free to some lucky couple.
Six Wonderful Dinner* for Two Sweetheart Pen and Pencil Set
at Robert'* Fine Foods, Inc.
Earl's
Three Alpine Steak Dinners
Matching Sweetheart Shirts
for Two
Max Graeber
PetU'a Alpine Village
Sweetheart Out Certificates
Sweetheart Savings Account
Cook* Shoe Store
Bowling Green Banking Co.
Gifts will be awarded before last feature. Sat Nile. Feb. 14

a girl named Fata Morgana. You can hit me in the stomach with
all your might if you like."
"That's okay, hey," said Teas amiably. "I don't love you
neither. I found a new boy."
"What ie his name?" asked Rock.
"Franz Kafka," said Teas.
"A splendid fellow," said Rock and shook Tess's hand and
they have remained good friends to this day. In fact, Rook and
Fata often double-date with Franz and Teas and have heaps
of fun. Franz con do the Hula Hoop 6,000 times.

the river's breeze and watched
the water ripple as a swan and
her brood flouted by. No hurry,
no bother.
Came the night, and we put the
Texan! in a hostel, then drove to
the outskirts of town and pitched
our tent. More wine and bread and
cheese and perhaps some gypsies
to sing and dance, then sleep.
Came the morning, and we'd
wake with a prayer that it'd be
warm with the sun shining and
the motorcycles not stolen. Then
Wt were off! Then came the morntains and mud-gutted roads and
thundcrheads and wind and cold
and running out of gas and knocking motors and the smell of burning
lirukes. We became aware.

Mull Age

Dear Rock,
U$ kid* had a keen time yeeterday. We went down to the
pond and caught ionic frogt. I caught the matt of anybody.
Then we hitched ridtt on truck* and did lot* of nutty fluff
like that. Well, I mutt dote now because / got to whitewatk
Ik* fence.
...
Your friend,
Tern

By PAT PATTERSON
and whatever else we think might
It was June 27. Just getting
be appropriate to protect us from
light out. The buildings stood
risking anything but the big mull.
fat
and
drab;
indifferent.
We were potential. The bluffers.
The
cool guys. Those who thought
The cobblestones in the street
and thought and talked and talked
carried a sheen of the rain of
the world around.
the night before. Occasionally,
Yes, we saw America from a
a lone street car appeared . . .
different vantage point But with
came close, close-closer—the wheels
it came a realization of just how
rumbling, squeaking;—closer, then
American we really were; how
here, gone, nothing.
American we talked and thought
Dick and I strapped the luggage
and did. We liked rock-and-roll,
onto our motorcycles, saddled the
hamburgers, drive-ins, the undertwo Texans behind, took a last
dog, and people who were frank,
look at the what-was, and zoomed
honest, proud, and had a little
swagger to their walk.
off to the would-be.
For the next two months we
Yet we realized that we also bewere off and going, seeing and
longed to a bigger scheme. We
doing; becoming. This was the last
were human beings and, believe it
segment of the leisured life of or not, there were many who had
like qualities. Our problems were
etudiating Europe.
the same, with only our ways of
Freedom Reallaed
explaining and solving them difUntil that day, we'd never known
ferent. We each were separate, yet
freedom to its fullest. We'd no
joined one with all.
place to go but where we wanted
To Switzerland, Spain, France,
to go. Nothing to do but what we
Belgium, Holland, Germany, and
wanted to do. We rode till we
Denmark
we
zoomed—getting
tired, ate when we hungered,
gyped and stolen from; being sick;
cursed when we would, with no
camping in mountain passes; and
rules,
standards,
requirements,
not washing for so long that a
(ione was the cracker-box world of
finger's rub left a white scratch in
the Humpty Dumpty, where wall
blackboard of skin; eating moldy
upon wall looms a sealer's must. It
bread and meat that had fallen
was all. all gone. There was nothin the dirt before wo could think
ing; only ourselves and what we
uhout it; sleeping in barns; exneeded. We were free.
periencing El Greco, Goya, and
I still recall stopping by the
the Moses and David of MichelanSalzburg river that first day. It
gelo; and seeing hate in a Dutch
WSJ hot and the sky was brilliant
hoy's eyes as he told of how the
blue. We spread our blankets under
Germans
blocked
Amsterdam
n tree that grew from the water's
streets and machine gunned its
edge. We opened the wine, parceled
holdings.
out the cheese and bread, then sat
Europe Gone
liack and felt the light sweeps of

Man vs. Nature

Editorial Stall
DOT*

From What-Was To Would-Bi
Doing Nothing—In Nowhere

Fantastic Friday the 13th

MIDNITE SHOW
DOUBLE-FEATURE NIGHTMARE

Robert's Fine Foods, Inc.
112 E. Washington

fiL-J

Family Style Sunday
Dinners
Steak—Chops—Sea Food
Fancy Sandwiches

•like Cove

Tt-rUNKNOWrV *V

TERROR i

IBACK.

(fromthjsl

i DEAD I
MaOSHA HI'S*
air*., B IBCN:

A Nice Place to Dine With Your Friends
or Family
Call 30801

Always Ample

For Reservation

Free Parking

Swimmers Sink Loyola; Falcons Edge Marshall
Tankers Win Fifth;
Also Defeat VMI
Winning 17 of 20 events in two
meets, Bowling Green State University's swimmers ran up two
more victories last week against
Virginia Military Institute, 68-18,
and Loyola of Chicago, 62-23.
The wins upped the Falcon record to 5-1 for the year, with five
straight since the opening defeat.
Against VMI, it became apparent early that the Falcons would
experience little difficulty. Ray
Martin, Don Pike, Ron Cochrell,
and Frani Fauley captured the
400-yard medley relay for a 7-0
lead.
Hank Reest and Dave Clark took
first and third in the 220-yard
freestyle, Howard Scarborough
and Hal Henning finished onetwo in the 50-yard freestyle, and
Jerry Roberta and Willie Philbin
did the same in diving, to build up
a 29-5 lead before VMI won an
event.
Lampshire won the 200-yard
butterfly, but Keith Miller and
Cochrell were second and third.
Scarborough won his second event
of the meet in the 100-yard freestyle and Fauley grabbed second.
VMI's Old won the 200-yard
backstroke, but BG clinched a victory with Omar Frey and Bob
Lynn's second-third finish with a
45-16 bulge.
The onslaught continued in the
•t40 freestyle as co-captains Martin and Jim Hart took high honors. Paul Vogel and Pike did the
same in the 200-yard brcaststroke,
with Vogel's time of 2:33.0 establishing a pool record and a varsity
mark. The 400-yard freestyle relay team of Reest, Clark, Cochrell,
and Henning closed out the meet
with an easy win.
The script again Loyola was
practically the same, as the Falcons wrapped up the meet after
the seventh event
The medley relay team, Reest in
the 220 freestyle, Scarborough in
the 50 freestyle, and Roberts off

Tracksters Off
To Early Start
Spring may be a long ways
away, but the Falcon track team
doesn't seem to notice. The Falcons started the season early Saturday at East Lansing, Mich.,
where they competed in the annual Michigan State Relays.
Oklahoma managed to come
away with the winners' laurels
from a very impressive field of
college thinclads. Represented in
the large field were such track
powers as Kansas, practically all
of the Big Ten schools, MAC
schools, and powerful teams from
the Midwest and the East.
One of the most surprising occurrences was the rather decisive
defeat of Ohio State star Glenn
Davis. Davis, a gold medal winner
in the 1956 Olympics, was defeated by a good 10 yards by a youngster who broke the national record
in the 300 yd. dash.
For the Falcons, only Walt Killian managed to place. Killian
tied for third in the .high jump,
although he failed to do us well
as he has in the past. John Scott
looked fairly impressive in his halfmile stint, as did several other
Falcons in their respective events.
Bernie Casey qualified for the
hurdle events but was unable to do
anything in the finals because of
a pulled muscle.
Coach Whittaker took a delegation of Tom Myers, Ron DcWolf,
Killian, Casey, Larry Dove, Scott
Bob Taller, Bob Ramlow, Bob
Reublin, Ken Campbell, and Ernie Malzahn. The Falcons are now
preparing for their next competition at Western Michigan, Feb. 28.

the low board all won easily before
the Chicago team gained its only
first as Glenn Vertuno won the
200 butterfly. Scarborough continued his fine sprinting with
:52.7 in the 100 freestyle, with
Henning second.
The versatile Martin, continuing his undefeated string in varsity meets, won the 200 breaststroke with Frey third to sew up
the meet with a 45-16 lead.
Coach Sam Cooper decided not
to run up the score against Loyola's lone entry in the 440 freestyle, so he withheld sophomore
star Reest and let Hart win. Reest
swam along for the practice, and
would have forced Loyola's John
Banks down to third if his time
had counted. Vogel tied his record
in the 200 brcaststroke und set
the BG pool mark with another
2:33.0 time.
With an all sophomore lineup
in the final relay, the Falcons
ended the rout with a new meet
record of 3:40.9. Cochrell, Henning, Fauley, and Ben Lauber
composed the team of fine young
swimmers.
The Falcons travel to Notre
Dame tomorrow in quest of win
number six. BG took the measure
of the South Benders last year.
64-22, but the Irish may offer a
bit more competition in their home
natatorium.

Da rrow's Free Tosses
Cop Triple Overtime

THEY RF. OFF AND SWIMMING! The action took place In th. dual m..i
b«iw«.n Loyola of Chlcaqo and Bowline. Otm In the Natatorium. Th* Falcons
won tJ13. swnplna all but an* Aral place, with Paul Voa»l trtna a record In
the 200 breaststroke.
|

Falcons Meet Rockets
In Traditional Contest

With the peacepipe already under their belts, the Bowling Green
Falcons will face the Toledo Rockets in the Men's Gym, tomorrow
night.
The peacepipe, symbolic of the
two teams' intense rivalry, was retained by BG on Jan. II when
the Falcons came back in the second half to win, 72-64. The pipe
will be smoked by representatives
A campus-wide bowling tourna- of the two teams during the half
of the game.
ment is being sponsored by the
Bowling Committee of the Union
The Falcons, firmly entrenched
Activities
Organization,
Fred in second place in the Mid-AmeriStumpo, committee chairman, has can Conference with a 4-2 mark,
announced.
will be after their sixth straight
The University Union has been win over the Rockets since BO lost
entered in the Association of Col- in 1955.
lege Unions Tournament, and those
Coach Eddie Melvin's starting
who qualify from a letter campus squad averages 6-3, with the two
tournament held as a part of re- tallest men being 6-6. In the first
gional tournament will have an BG-TU encounter this season, the
opportunity to participate in the Rockets were tops in rebounding,
finals, which will be held in St. 57-42.
Louis.
The Rockets, with a 3-3 record
There will be Ringle events, in conference pluy, will start Bob
double events, and team events Pawlak, Jerry Galicki, John Arkefor both men and women in the baucr, John Papcun, and llernie
campus-wide tournament, Stumpo Cabey.
stated. The teams (men and womPawlak, 6-0 sophomore guard,
en) will be comprised of the top is the Rockets' playmaker who is
10 bowlers in the singles event.
dead from anywhere on the floor
Entry blanks are available in with his two hand set. Galicki, 6-4
the Union Activities Office, and sophomore, was the biggest headpersons wishing to enter the tour- ache for BG in the scoring departnament must return the blanks to ment, (ialicki, from Cleveland Holy
that office by Friday. A $1 entry Name, scored 22 points against
fee for each event entered must the Falcons earlier in the year
also be paid by then. This fee will with his accurate jump shot from
cover alley charges for the three uround the key.
games bowled in each event.
Arkebauer and Cabey will be
The tournament will begin Feb. the Rockets' forwards. Arkebauer
28 and continue to March 5. Tro- is a 6-5 senior and a two-year letphies will be presented to the in- terman. Cabey, 6-4 junior, i one
dividual winners of each event of TU's top rebounders. Papcun,
Stumpo explained, with prizes 6-5 junior and TU's center, snared
awarded to the next two runners- 16 rebounds in the last BG-TU
up.
game and is a menace either ofFirst, second, and third place fensively or defensively when he
winners within each region will be
determined as a result of airmail
tournament play. Awards will be
Send
made to the individual participants
who place, as well as to the winning UllioHS.
For the national tournament,
participants will be selected from
the regional champions on the
basis of high score.

Union Awaiting
Bowling Entries

is near the boards.
The Falcons' lineup is still not
definite. For sure, Coach Harold
Anderson will go with Jimmy Darrow and Jim McDonald, the Falcons' all-conference guards. Chuck
McCampbcll is an indefinite starter. Jim Routaon or Frank Wade
will probably start if Chuck is not
ready. Rex Leach, who had six
of the Falcons' eight points in the
overtimes at Marshall, will start at
the other forward spot, while Ron
Parsons will handle the middle.

Intramurals
Results of games of Saturday,
Fral.rnlty UaatM I
Feb. 7.
Phi Taus 32, Sig Bps 18
Phi Delta 27, PIKA's 24
Phi Dolts 49, ZBT's 16
Kappa Sigs forfeit over AKO's
Kappa Sigs 35, ZBT's 20
Fral.tnlty League II
Sigma Chi's 42, TKE's 27
DU's 14, ATO's 11
Theta Chi's 37, Delta 29

Fifty-five minutes is a long
time to play ball but that's what
happened at Marshall College
Saturday night as the Falcons
downed the West Virginia school,
88-86, at the end of the third
overtime period.
Trailing at halftime, 37-42, the
Falcons under the guidance of
Jim Harrow, who netted 32 points,
and Rex Leach who scored six of
the eight points in the overtime
periods, fought to an 80-80 tie
at the end of regulation play.
Several times during the closing
minutes the score was knotted,
but with 2:36 remaining in the
regulation play the Thundering
Herd forged ahead by two a» substitute Vic Quinet hit a pair of
free throws.
Bowling Green came down the
floor, shot, missed, and Murshall
momentarily grabbed the rebound
—but—an excited fan pulled the
light switch darkening the auditorium. A center jump ensued and
Bowling Green got the tip.
With 1:37 Darrow took 'i jump
shot and knotted the scoro ut 8080. Marshall attempted to stall for
the last shot but with eight seconds was tied up and the Falcons
again got the tip. Frank Wade
took a hurried jump shot which
missed and the game went into
the first of the three nerve-rucking extra periods.
Ron Parsons, who hadn't started
the game because of illness, outjumped the Marshall center as the
first extra five minutes got under
way, and the Falcons stalled until
three seconds when Parsons shot
and missed.
The ball rolled out of bounds
and Marshall took over with just
seconds remaining. With two seconds Byrd, who was high for the
game with 38 points and who fireil
with just two seconds remaining In
the game last year to give the
Thundering Herd a victory here
at Bowling Green, attempted a
shot from midcourt. The shot missed the rim leaving the score knotted at 80-80.
With 8:19 in the second extra
period Marshall went ahead by
two but the Falcons came back to
knot the score at 82-82 with 2:58
remaining.
Again BG got the tip, but Frank
Wade was called for traveling.
Byrd then attempted a shot but
it again fell short. Leach scored to
give BG a two-point leud but with
3:60 remaining John Milhoan
again tied the score for Marshall
at 84-84. Leach tallied unother at

Check, and double-check
our new ARROW Glen
This new button-down broadcloth shirt comet in
a neat check. It'i a natural with a tolid color luit
or jacket. We hare tht Arrow Glen now, in
white, jolidi and checka in many color combinations. See ut now for tht Arrow Glen . . . and
don't miss teeing our ties. Arrow never offered to
handsome a collection.

NORCROSS

eknlcLio

Coach Keefe To Hold
First Tennis Meeting

Valentines

Great buyl
the trim-fitting

Tennis coach Robert Keefe requests that all candidates for the
varsity tennis team attend an important meeting tomorrow. The
meeting will be held at 4:30 p.m.
in the Men's Gymnasium.

ARROW Glen
It't the shirt with the standout choice in collars — the

PIONEER

regular button-down, or permanent stay Arrow Gltn.

LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANERS
182 S. Main St.

Exclusive Mitoga* tailoring

Phone 38962

carries through the trim, tap-

Bowline/ Green, Ohio

ered look from collar to wait
to cuff. "Sanforized" broad-

Outstanding Three Hour Shirt Service
5 Pairs Khakis for $2.00
5 Shirts for $1.00

cloth or oxford in stripet,
checkt, tolids. $4.00 up.

There's a BIG Selection at

Cluttt, Ptaiodj 6? Co., Int.

Limited Time Only.

DRY CLEANING
Suits • Trousers - Dresses

YOUNG'S
Gift

Art

156 N. Main St

ARROW^
—first in fashion

Merle E. and Nelson Spathe, owners

Ink ShowsThrough

44 seconds to put the Falcons out
front 86-84.
With 83 seconds Marshall had
a chance to tie it again. Byrd, who
up to this point had hit 13 of 14
free throw attempts, was fouled
by Wade. He missed the first shot
but the second fell through to put
the score at 86-86.
With 19 seconds showing on the
clock Darrow wui intentionally
fouled by Mars'iall's Lou Mott
Jimmy sank both of the tosses to
give lu; a safe lead and the margin of victory, 88-86.

Monroe High Nails
BG Swim Relays
Monroe, Mich, walked of with
top honors in the annual Howling
Green
State
University High
School Invitational Swim Relays.
Runnerup Canton McKinley, a
winner of the relays many times
in the past, finished only four
points behind the winner.
High schools from Michigan und
Ohio sent representatives to the
relays. Over 20 high schools competed.
Only Monroe and McKinley
were able to win more than one
event, both winning two. There
were no individual events, the
competition being composed of
only relay events.

Klevers
Jewelry Store
r.'l N. Main Street

For
B.G.S.U. Friendship
Rings
Jewelry
and
Gifts

Mademoiselle Spring Fashions
Feature Texture, Pink Shades

News From Greek World
PHI EAPPA PSI

What are the fashion prospects for spring, 1959?
Take it from Mademoiselle Magazine: fashions this spring
will be highlighted by some of the loveliest colors and fabrics
in years—and two equally attractive silhouettes.
According to the February Mademoiselle, this will be
a season of light wools, flax, cottons and blends—fabrics that
nre not so much woven us wafted

into being. The colors would ■>
light ■ fashion gourmet—in honey
beige, in tea with a dash of sugar,

1 i Jl
4
' a. .1
Madden AppOiniCd

in a gathering of garden pinks with
spicy overtones, in crystal peach.
T.he good news about shape this
spring is that women will be able
to choose between two. One silPhoto by H«rg« houette is romantic, lifted at the
ANOTHER FIRST for the Class of 62 was Iks Freshman Reunion. Feb. S. waist and shaped slenderly. The
The Union's Ballroom provided Ibis scsne of students reunited, dancing to the other is semi-casual and relaxed
records spun by Larry Coffman. student tamed disk lockey. Lou Bove was the in the legendary manner of chamaster of ceremonies for this gatherlna. which was the first o> Im kind to be held nel.
at the University.
Here are some fashion flashes
on the subject of accessories from
Mademoiselle:
In belts there's a choice bet-wren some as wide as five inches
and narrow belts that move up
or down as the spirit moves you.
Handbags, with rounded shapes
Special activities leaders of the via frames and gussets, will be
An estimated 760 freshmen atsmaller
but still commodious.
tended the reunion of the claaa fall orientation program were in
of '62, stated Gretchen Goldinger, charge of the dance in the Grand
Some coeds will be pleased to
llallroom. Judy Eggleston and Lar- know that heels will be lower.
chairman of the Student Orientation Board, which sponsored the ry Bradford made arrangement!
For finishing touches look to
event Friday night. The theme of for the decorations, which were clusters of artificial flowers as
the reunion was "The First Reu- symbolic of the fall orientation well as plenty of massed necklaces
nion—The Foremost Class—1982." program. Larry Coffman, Lou and bracelets.
During the evening's activities, Bove, and Peg Faze were in charge
Since February is the magazine's
an evaluation sheet was given to of the entertainment.
annual heart of fashion issue,
At the dance, Roger Carr, f iesh- there's a whole section devoted
each freshman attending. These
sheets asked the student's opinions man class president, was introduc- to bridal fashions. Departing from
or evaluation of the summer pre- ed and he introduced the other conventional pure white, Maderegistration and Orientation Week class officers. Music for the dance moiselle presents some touched
in the fall, and the material taken was provided by Larry Coffman, with pink. Two prominent designfrom them will serve as a guide disk jockey. At intermission, en- ers of young fashions, Kasper and
in planning next year's Orienta- tertainment included Bob Sealand- Anne Klein, bring their talents
er, pianist; Skip Ferderber, guitartion Week.
for the first time to dresses for
Section D-2, with Ron O'Leary ist and vocalist; Lou Bove, emcee; the bride and her attendants, and
and Carole R. Smith as student Rather Bendick, vocaliHt; and Lylc add a special spark tn the mari i-iiiMi-il, magician.
leaders and Miss Ucryl Parrish
riage scene and to spring.
Miss Goldinger was aided in
as faculty advisor, won the award
for the greatest per cent of tho planning the reunion by the other
original group returning to the members of the Orientation Board.
reunion. 42 per cent of the group, They are Janice Baker, Lucy Durwhich also won the talent search well, Don Herahbcrger, Hob Mcduring last fall's orientation pro- Lean, and Anne Potoky, coordiPinned
nator of student activities.
gram, returned.
Joyce Hlumenschine, Ivy Hall,
to Mark Hannah, Beta Theta Pi,
Ohio State. Ilunny Yunis, Chi
Omega, to Nick Petti, Phi Delta
Theta; Susan Collins, ChiO, to
Carl Burns, Phi Delt
Lynda Buicham, Delta Uuinma
BOOKS AND COFFEE DISCUSSES
house, to Keith Miller, Delta Tan
TRI BETA HEARS JACKSON
A discussion of a recording of
Dr. William Jnekson, assistant Delta.
Lawrence Ferllnghctti's pootry
Engaged
professor of biology, will spenk
readings to juzz will highlight the
Sara Seaman, Prout, to Tom
Books and Coffeo meeting Thurs- on army ants nt the Tri-Beta
day afternoon from 3:30 to 5 in meeting tomorrow at 7 p.m. in Laser, Ohio State; Mary Lee Luthe Capitol Room. Nicholas Sofios ;I00 Mosclcy, according to Anna cas, Chi Omega, to Jerry Gecowets, Plttsburg, Pa.; June Savoca,
Mitchell, president.
will lead the discussion.
Cleveland, to Larry Srhmith, KapPRE-MED HONORARY MEETS
Betty Ilruck and Bert Secri.it pa Sigma.
Dr. J. G. Snavely, pathologist at made tho Tri-Iletn bulletin board
Delight Thompson, Delta Gamthe Wood County Hospital In which is located on the second floor inn, to Brad Greenbery;, Zeta lleta
Bowling Green will speak on path- of Moseley Hall. A heart display,
Tnu alum.
ology at a meeting of Alpha Epsi- including drawings of heart surlon Delta, national premedical ho- gery, has already been put on the
Married
nor society, Thursday night.
board.
Carol
Pawlak,
Alpha Delta Pi
Tho meeting will begin at 7:80
Refreshments will be served at alum, to Ken Korbel, Cleveland.
p.m. and will be held in the River
Jan Barto, Kappa Delta alum,
tomorrow's meeting, acording to
Room of the University Union.
Marcilc Williams, food committee to Ned Willey, Psi Omega, UniTHETA ALPHA PHI INITIATES
versity of Michigan.
chairman.
Six students were initiated last
Sunday into Theta Alpha Phi, national honorary dramatic fraternity, announced Jan Baker, president. New initiates include: Ronald Gibson, Gary Schommer, Audeen Matiscik, Wanda Chynoweth.
1. If you were about to buy an automobile,
Carl Recktcnwald, and Elsie Crowould you (A) study the road-test
uso. Entertainment by members
reports in the magazines, or (B) select
of the group was featured folthe car that looks best to you?
lowing the ceremony.

To Mademoiselle
1959 College Board

Class Of '62 Reunited
For Meetings, Dance

Pins To Pans

Clubs And Meetings

Thelma Madden, a member of
Alpha Delta Pi sorority and managing editor of the B-G NEWS, has
recently been named to the 11159
national College Board of Mademoiselle magazine. Miss Madden's
appointment was gained in competition with college and university
students throughout the country,
according to Mademoiselle.

Keith Sanders was recently elected president of Phi Kappa Psi
fraternity. Other officers elected
were: Mark Deerwestcr, treasurer;
David Hindall, corresponding secetary; Richard Elliott, recording
secretary; Ronald Baybutt, sergeant-at-arms; Barry Cobb, chaplain; Jac Carrick, messenger; and
Ronald Strause, historian.
KAPPA DELTA
Kappa Delta held a recent election of officers. Results are: Sally Smith, president; Dian* Armstrong,
vice-president,
Barbara
Mann, secretary; Mary Jane Dickson, treasurer; Jo Ann Miller, assistant treasurer; Ruth Reiter, editor; and Julie Corwin, membership
chairman.
ALPHA DELTA PI
New officers of Alpha Delta PI
are: Connie Saubers, corresponding secretary; Carol Peters, recording secretary; and Judy Britlinghum, assistant treasurer.

As a College Board member, she
will represent the campus and submit periodical articles to the magazine on college life and the general college scene. In addition, each
College Board member is to complete two assignments that will
reveal her interests and nbilities
in writing, editing, fashion, advertising, and art. Ths is part of the
competition for the 20 Guest Editorships to he awarded by the
magazine at the end of May.

7 Art Students Design,
Sell Funny Valentines
Art students will be drawing
personalized, contemporary cards
until 4:30 this afternoon in the
Promenade Lounge of the University Union. For only 20 cents per
card you can shock your housemother with your original wit and
the artist's original talent.
The Special Features Committee
of the Union Activities Organization, headed by Ed Burr, is sponsoring the Valentine drawing. Student artists will be Dotty John,
Kathi Limoges, Su Welter, Betty
Lou Eredics, Gordon Guthrie, Neil
Frankenhauser, and Bob Masur.

Uniuersity Dairy
Bar

The Guest Editors v. ill be
brought to New York for four
weeks next June to help write,
edit, and illustrate Mademoiselle's
1U5!> August College issue. Their
transportation will be paid both
ways and they will receive a regular salary for their work.
In addition to working on the
magazine, Guest Rditors will interview outstanding men and women in their chosen fields to help
clarify their career aims. Also,
they will visit fashion showrooms,
publishing houses and advertising
agencies, and will be Mademoisello's guests in various planned social functions.

Mrs. Frederick D. Myers, province President of Alpha Delta Pi
Sorority, was guest of honor at
a tea given by the members of AD
Pi at the sorority house Sunday
from 2 to 6 p.m. Members of the
administration, faculty, members
and alums of Alpha Delta Pi will
attend.

preaenta
An ice cream treat
for
you
whatever
your taste may be ...

•
•
•
•

Sodas
Sundaes
Ice Cream Cones
Malts

631 Ridge Street

DRY CLEANING SPECIAL!
SUITS Or PLAIN DRESSES
Beautifully Dry Cleaned and Finished
ONLY 75c (Reg. $1.45)
SAME HIGH QUALITY WORK AND FAST SERVICE

SHIRTS—Exquisitely Finished 20c (3 or more)

segalls
Across from Music Building

THIS OFFER GOOD ONLY AT SEGALLS

Do You Think for Yourself ?(•

GERMAN CLUB SEES MOVIE
Tho (icrman Club will meet
Thursday at 7 p.m. in the Wayne
and Harrison Rooms of tha University Union, according to Elizabeth Moorhead, secretary-treasurer. The program will feature a
movie about Germany.
At the December meeting Fritz
Neumann wai elected president,
and Oscur Ogg was elected vicepresident,
X D PI HEARS PANEL
Three new teacher* from the
Bowling Green public school system compriee a panel which will
speak before the members of Kappa Delta Pi, honorary education
society, at 7 p.m. Thursday, In the
Wayne Room of the Union. The
panel will relate to the group some
of their experiences in their first
year of teaching.
The pa°«l includes Mrs. Sue
Lawson and Mrs. Rebecca Babcock, teachers at Kenwood School;
and Bennett Litherland, teacher
•t Conneaut. Mrs. Babcock and
Litherland are former Bowling
Green students.
AFIOTC IBB rUMS
Three Air Force News Haga
zine films and • film about Russia
will be presented at 7 p.m. tomorrow by the AFROTC Corps.
The open showing will be held
in 140 Overman Hall with a discussion period to follow.
Tho purpose of tho preaentaUon
is to better acquaint University
students with the Air Force and
the AFROTC program, according
to Cadet Sergeant Tom LaPolt,
chairman of the program.

2. When confronted with a menu with
lota of foreign terms, do you (A) ask
what is in each dish, or (B) accept the
waiter's recommendation?

3. When invited to play an unfamiliar
game, do you (A) refuse to play until
you fully understand the rules, or (B)
pick up the rules as you go along?

4. When invited to a party, do you (A)
accept, hoping to enjoy yourself no
matter who attends, or (B) try to learn
who will be there before accepting?
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ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS
AND FIND OUT I*
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5. In buying a radio, would you be
influenced more by (A) low price, or
(B) product features despite a
slightly higher price?

6. When deciding on what movie to see,
do you usually prefer films that (A)
are gay and diverting, or (B) have a
social message?
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7. When you run into a foreign phrase in
a textbook, do you first (A) head for
a dictionary to find the meaning, or (B)
try to dope out the meaning yourself?

'D-D

8. When reading the paper, do you (A)
catch yourself concentrating on
scandal stories, or (B) spend your time
on news and editorial matter?

>□■□

9. In choosing a filter cigarette,
(A) are you easily swayed by
bold claims, or (B) do you
think for yourself and stick
by your decision?

>□■□

If you're the kind of person who thinks for
yourself . . . you use judgment in your
choice of cigarettes, as in everything eke.
Men and women who think for themselves
usually smoke VICEROY. Their reasonT
Best in the world. They know that only
VICEROY has a thinking man's filter and
a smoking man's taste.
•// you checked (A) on three out of the first
four questions, and (B) on four out of the last
five ... you really think for yourself!
• i*», nmai * BMaam

The Man Who Thinks for Himself Knows —

ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S
FILTER ... A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE I
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With the start of the new seme, tor, WBGU, the University
KM radio station will again be
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In The Realm
Of Professors
SCMELTZ ELECTED
Dr. William F. Schmeltx, chairman of the accounting department
has been elected a member of the
American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants.
Or. Schmeltz holds a CPA certificate from the state of Ohio and
is a member of the Ohio Society of
Certified Public Accountants.
PROF ATTENDS CONFAB
Dr. John F. Oglevee, assistant
professor of history, was among
those who attended the annual
meeting of the Society of Architectural Historians in Cleveland
recently.
HYMAN GIVES SPEECHES

Or. Melvin Hyman, assistant
professor of speech and director
of the Speech and Hearing Clinic,
will soon give the last of three
talk.- for the Seneca County unit
of the American Cancer Society.
Feb. 2, he spoke to a meeting
of the Tiffin Teachers Association at Lincoln School, Tiffin, on
"Laryngectomy and Ramifications
of Rehabilitation."
At a dinner meeting at the Fosi"i in Kiwanis International in the
Fostoria YMCA on Feb. 3, he discussed "Speech After Laryngectomy."
His third speaking engagement
is a dinner meeting of the Fostoria Exchange Club in the Fostoria
YMCA Feb. 23. The topic will be
"Speaking Without Vocal Cords—
Cancer Rehabilitation."
RICH PUBLISHES ARTICLE
Charles C. Rich, instructor in
gttlogy, is the author of an article
in a recent issue of New Zealand
Journal of Gvology and Geophysics. In the article, Rich describes
the distribution of remnants of
certain marine sponges of previous
ages and establishes the marine
origin of certain geological formations in New Zealand.
Rich returned two years ago to
the United States from New Zealand where he spent three years
doing geological research. He joined the University faculty last September.
GOLDEN ADDS TO LIST
Dr. Morris Golden, instructor
in English, has added another to
his list of articles on Oliver Goldsmith by publishing in the January issue of Modern Language
Note, "Two Essays Erroneouly Attributed To Goldsmith." Dr. Golden presents evidence to indicate
that two essays repeatedly reprinted as Goldsmith's are probably not his but may be Tobias
Smollett's.
RICH NAMED TO PANEL
Charles C. Rich, instructor in
geology, has been named a member of a panel to consider applications for National Science Foundation Summer Fellowships for Secondary Teachers. The panel, set
up by the American Association
for the Advancement of Science
as part of its assistance to the
Foundation in its new program of
summer fellowships, met in Washington. D.C., last weekend.
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'Challenges Of Education' Outlined p£n^ *
In Mid-Year Graduation Address
"It is not just more children
that challenge the schools and colleges of this country," Dr. Samuel
M. Ilrownell, superintendent of
the Detroit city schools, said in
his address at the University's
Mid-Year Commencement Jan. 30.
"Children born today nre no
brighter than their parents on
grandparents." he continued, "but
when they grow up they reed to
have greater knowledge, better
developed skills, and to be able
to adjust to changes more rapidly
than was true of their parents.
They are dependent on more education and more effective education to make them more proficient
adults."
Speaking on "Challenges to
American Education," Mr. Hrownell, who was formerly U.S. Commissioner of Education, listed improvement in the quality of education as the first challenge, and the
elimination of inadequacies in
buildings and prepared teachers as
the second.
"Year after year we are send-

African Art Show
Currently Displayed
At Toledo Museum
About 11*0 fierce masks, weird
figure sculptures and colorful
headdresses by primitive African
natives will be shown in the art
exhibition, The African Imago,
Feb. 1 to 22 at The Toledo Museum of Art.
The exhibition will be shown only in Toledo, according to Otto
Wittmann, Jr., Museum associate
director. Many of the objects have
never been shown publicly and
some have just come from native
villages in remote parts of the
huge continent. Some are pieces
which terrified the natives while
others are particularly beautiful
in style and color. Almost all of
them have a religious significance,
Mr. Wittmann said.
Although each artist expressed
himself individually, all were motivated by the philosophy that
force and energy were supreme.
But within each style there are
common characteristics of simplicity and strength.
Primitive tribesmen roughed out
objects with such simple tools as
pieces of metal, stone or shell. Details were carved with sharp animal teeth and color was made from
the earth. Black stains came from
fire, white from lime, and other
colors from plant life and seeds.
The exhibition was organixed by
Mrs. Webster Plass, of Philadelphia, prominent collector and scholar, who says that The African
Image would not have been acceptable to the public 60 years
ago because so many people
thought of this art as merely sinful displays of pagan ignorance.
Twentieth Centure artists have
finally explored primitive African
art for inspiration, after the creative vitality of this art had been
overlooked for centuries. Mi's.
Plass said.
Each item in the exhibition will
be illustrated in a catalogue being
prepared by the Museum, Mr. Wittmann said.

ing pupils to schools operated without properly prepared teachers,"
he said, and stated that "we are
far from being in a position where
we are supplying adequate buildings to provide the more and better education needed by the on
coming generations."
The shortage of teachers is
only one of the areas where there
is a deficiency in supply of trained persons, the speaker told the
152 candidates for graduation.
"The nation needs more scienl i.-t.s,
nurses, engineers, and MOM skilled persons in other areas, while
expansion of higher education facilities—buildings and capable professors—is in short supply."
In discussing the failure
many students of high ability
continue in school, Dr. Ilrownell
said. "The United States cannot
afford the present waste of the
nation's greatest resource lluough
failure to develop more fully the
usefulness of this resource."
A third challenge to American
education is administrative, he
said. "A number of states have not
taken steps to increase the sttt
of administrative units for school
financing the way they have moved ahead to increase the size and
efficiency of management of their
farms snd businesses," the speaker said. "Yet education for the
nation is a huge business and there
is need to have its organization and
management kept efficient."
Listing desegregation as the biggest single educational prohU m in
a number of States and a challenge
to education, Dr. Brownell said,
"Schools in 17 states have operated for many years on premises
which have been ruled as invalid.
The decision has had profound
world reaction in convincing many
that our country takes more seriously than many believed its concern for equality of opportunity
to those of all races.
"The highest statesmanship of
each of these States is challcrged,"
he continued, "to plan and carry
forward processes of great educational, social and economic importance on bringing about desegregated schools in spirit as well ns in
fact."
In speaking of the international implications of American education, Dr. Brownell said that whether we like it or not, one of the
great challenges to education in
this country is the extent to which
we can bo influential in helping
education in all countries to be
motivated toward human freedom
and welfare rather than humnn exploitation and regimentation.
In referring to the challenge
for more and better education in
this country, he emphasized that
"there is universal among the nations as never before in history
an emphasis on increasing and improving the education of youth."
Education has become recognized by all nation.- as essential to
their progress and security, he
said, and "they are pressing as
never before to see that their
citizens receive an amount of education such as waa never dreamed
of before."
Dr. Brownell pointed to the
healthy condition of education in

DRY CLEANING SPECIAU
SUITS Or PLAIN DRESSES
Beautifully Dry Cleaned and Finished
ONLY 75c (Reg. $1.45)
SAME HIGH QAULITY WORK AMD FAST SERVICE

SHIRTS—Exquisitly Finished -20c (3 or more)

segalls
Across from Music Building

THIS OFFER GOOD ONLY AT SEGALLS

the U.S. m* H firm but »»n which
to move ahead toward the improvement in the quality of education. "There is widespread citizen concern and little in the way
of complacency to hold us back
from action toward eliminating
inadequacies and deficiencies," lie
said. "We have in the United States the resources -financial, intellectual and spiritual- to provide
M much and as (rood education as
we really believe we should luive."
Although local autonomy in
school government has proven to
be a dynamic force for proffns*
in education, it has also created
problems, he said, "for some communities and states have been slow

in raeognixfaig sufficiently

the

need tor increasing and Improvin '.
the education of youth."

BG Branch Faculty
For 3 Ohio Towns
Stated Recently
Faculty members of the three
University branches, at Bryan. Fremont, and Snndusky, have been
announced.
Those .i-Mi'nril to the Dry an
branch, according to Russell Clay*
ton, branch director, are: Dr.
Edgar F. Daniels, English; Dr.
Richard Kcker, music; Mrs. Kmily
Geer, history; Dr. Kverett C. Myers, biology; Harold Olive, speech;
Robert K. Stinson, art; and Dr.
Brian Kutton-Smith, education.
Those who will leach at Fremont, according to Gordon Mail,
branch director, will ho: Kdwin
C. Bomeli, accounting; David (Masmire, music; Kenneth Hille. biology; Dr. Uavid Krahill, mathematics; Harry R. Mathias, mathematics; Dr. John F. Oglevce, history]
Mrs. Ann Ridgeway, English] Dr.
Benjamin Rosenberg, psychology;
Dr. Paul D. Running, art; and
Mrs. Pauline Wallace, education.
Raymond S. Hrickley, director
of the Sandusky Branch, announces the following staff: Mrs Dorothy Abell, Knglish; Dr. Stewart
Berry, education; Irving Bona*
witz, accounting; Dr. James E.
Bond, psychology; Dr. Morgan
Brent, biology; Mrs. Catherine
('lark, education; Dr. Dean Clark,
education; Dr. Gilbert Cooke, business administration; Dr. Carl
Klepfcnstein, history; V. S. Malinovsky, health and physical education; Mrs. Relda Niederhofer, biology; Dr. Vergil Ort, education;
Miss Mildred Pietachman, music;
Benoit R. Schneider, chemistry;
Frank W. Smith, art; Dr. C. G.
Swanson, sociology; Allen V. Wiley, economics; and Harry Wuhler, mathematics.

The Art Guild of the art department is presently organizing
a trip by chartered bus to Washington, Philadelphia and New York.
The purpose of the trip is to give
University students an opportunity to visit major museums and
art galleries in these cities, and
will be made during the Spring
IVCt'SS.
The Guild is making this field
trip available not only to art majors but all other interested University students and personnel.
Personnel in charge of the trip
will he Carl Hall, faculty adviser
to the Guild, assisted by Dr. Paul
Running, assistant professor of art,
and Miss Nancy Clark, graduate
student. There will be room for 34
students on the trip.
Beginning at 8 a.m. Sunday,
March 2'Z, and ending March 28,
the trip will cost $48.10. This
amount includes travel, lodging,
and insurance. It is to be paid
to the University Business Office
by Mrach 1.
Pood will be at thl expense of
the individual student. It is recommended that each student have
$25 as a minimum for food and
incidental expenses.
Transportation will be provided
by '.'railways Bus Company in the
form of a 37-passenger Vista
Liner. Hotels are the Hotel Continent.il in Washington for two
nights, and the Hotel Forrest in
New York for four nights.

Regional Confab
Planned Feb. 19
A regional conference of the
National Association of Schools of
Music will bring an estimated I .'MI
musicians and educators from collage* and universities in Ohio, Indiana, and Michigan to the UniverHtiy campus Feb lit.
Representatives of both member and non-member schools in
the three-state area will attend
the one-day administrative workshop. .Special invitations have been
sent to member.s of the American
String Teachers Association in this
region, and to directors of high
school orchestras throughout the
-state.
Dr. James Paul Kennedy, chairman of the music department, is
vice-president for Region V of the
tri-state Association. Members of
the executive committee are: Robert Hargrcavos, Ball Stnte Teachers College; Ward Davenny, Cleveland Institute of Music; Elwyn
Carter, Western Michigan University; and Rcxford Keller, Ohio
Wesleyan University.
The National Association of
Schools of MiLsic is the official
accrediting agency for departments and schools of music.

The music programming will
include student program produced by those enrolled in radio production coui ass sj well as regular
staff programs. The student -hows
will be aired between 4 anil !i p.m.
daily. The staff shows ;nclude:
Tom Morrison's Album Time,
heard Monday and Wednesday
evenings from S to II; Howard
linker's Music for the End of the
Hay. Tuesday and Thursday evenings from 8 to II; and Wilbur
Kinehnrt's Concert Hall on Friday
evenings from 7 to *>.
The news i.. presented al nve
minutes before every hour and

at ii p.m. daily In conjunction with
the journalism department. Campuseopc. which airs news of the
University is heard at r>:l">, B.'20
ami !>: 10 p.m. daily.

In the educational field. WBCU
will air taped programs from the
National Association of Educational Broadcaster's Network each
evening.
The station will carry all Falcon home basketball and i uscball
games and the Wood County Basketball Tournument.
Other
special
remote
features will be the music department's concerts and Campus Interviews, produced by Dave Biggs.

Organ Recital Held
In Hall Of Music
Thomas Curtis, part-time instruetor of organ, presented a
recital of 11 selections Sunday
night in the recital hall in the
Hall of Music.
His selections were "Chaconne"
by Louis Cnupcnnc, "Avo Maris
Stella" by Joan Titclouic, "Chorale Prelude" by Johanne Brahms,
"Prelude and Fugue on Bach" by
Franz Liszt, "PruccsHional" by
Martin Shaw, "Prelude" by Frederich Jucobi, "Third Symphony"
by Louis Vicrne and "Marge" from
Drantma Per Musicn.
lie also played a trio from the
secular cantata, " 'Tis My Pleasure" and three transcriptions, by
Johann S. Bach, arranged for the
organ by Harvey Grace.

Valentines
Valentine Novelties

and Candy
T.O.'s Campus
Corner
Vi«/r College Variety Store
902 E. Wooster
Across from Kohl Hall

New Horizons
Learn to Fly
Register Now For The
Second Semester In
Flying 101 .. .

A Message to B.M.O.C
How long since you've taken your "best girl" out
to dinner? Don't keep it a secret, let her know you
think she's tops and take her out to dine at Peril's.
DINNER SUGGESTIONS:
French Fried Butterfly Shrimp
Empress Trout (whole)
from Denmark
1 lb. Lobster Tails with
Drawn Batter
Fro. Legs
Deep Sea Scallops
Kparhelti or Ravioli

Onr half Southern Fried
Chicken
Roast Turkey and Dressing
Home Baked Ham
Breaded Veal Cutlet
Prime Roast Beef
One Pound Steaks

And for a real treat try "Ma" Peru's homemade
bread and cheese cake tool You'll enjoy
eating at Peril's!

Petti's Alpine Village
Restaurant
117 North Main St
Phone 30512 For Reservations

A thorough treatment ol
modern flying Iheory and
practice as related to the
basic elements of your enjoyment and satisfaction.
Offered by the University
Flying Club, the low-cost
instruction is inlended primarily for interested students specializing in safe,
convenient, and stimulating educational activities.
Call the University Airport,
Ext. 554, for details.

"The future belongs to
the Airman

7

McLean Names 15
To Various Posts
On GW Committee

Geology Division
Plans Field Camp
As Special Course

Hob McLean, co-chairman of the
1HB9 Greek Week, recently announced the Greek Week co-chairman from the fraternities. The
fraternity co-chairman will work
in cooperation with the norority
co-chairmen who were named earlier by Lynn Griffith.
Fraternity co-chairmen selected
were: Bob Starkweather, Phi Kappa Tau, publicity; Boh Itatiuglia,
Sigma Chi, dance; Dave Peterson.
Thcta Chi, project; Ed Carpenter,
Kappa Sigma, program; Bob Kinstlc, Phi Kappa Psi, carnival; Bill
Park, Tau Kappa Epsilon and Jim
Wilkcns, Phi Delta Theta, IFC
QUAINT OLD IVY HALL will add lo Id Ion? list of us., when II hironui
Sing.
ollices and rooms for readinq classes for the department of education during
Mark Lore, Delta Upsilon, Greek this HUHWI'I remodeling of the Elementary Bldg.
hour; Dave Arlein, Zeta Beta Tau,
exchange dinner.-; Harvey Bibicoff, Zeta Beta Tau, treasurer;
and Ron Armstrong, Phi Delta
Thcta, Olympics;
Perry I<anning, Pi Kappa Alpha,
banquet; Bill Dunn, Alpha Tau
Omega, clean-up; Bernie Reed.
By LARRY SCHMITH
Sigma Phi Kpsilon, outstanding
One of the oldest city landmarks, Ivy Hull, has changed
Greek; and Roger Weber, Sigma
occupants ap-ain.
Alpha Kpsilon, IKC keys.
"01' Ivy" has served as a knitting mill, hatchery, factory
for the manufacturing of automobile pistons, a fraternity

01' Ivy Changes Inhabitants;
Its History Shows Many Uses

UCF Plans Series
Of Lent Services

With the beginning of Lent, the
regulnr United Christian Fellowship Chapel service will feature
a series of appropriate l^enten
programs. Tomorrow at .'I :.'I0 p.m.
in Prout Chapel, Phil Haunt, associate director of UCF, will present the topic "What Is The Good
News?"
Each Tuesday and Thursday
morning during the I«entcn season
from 7:30 to 7:50, UCF is sponsoring morning meditations in
Prout Chapel.

house for Theta Chi and the now deactivated Alpha Sigma
Phi, and as both a men's and women's dormitory when crowded conditions existed on cumpus
Eldcn T. Smith, dean of stu- instances where atudenta comdents, stated that because of the plained about having to live in
remodeling of the Elementary Ivy Hull. Yet, when the opportuHldg., the department of educa- nity arrived for these .students
tion will now use Ivy for its of- to he moved to hetter act'otnrnodafices and reading classes. Ivy tion.s. a eomplete reversal of stuHull will he used in the future us dent attitutles arose.
"Some just refused to nu-ve,"
a dormitory, if needed, to arromoduto an overflow of students de- said Dean Conklin, "and a few
evon
cried."
siring admission to the University,
From other students w.ho have
continued Smith.
lived in Ivy, come words of praise
Dean Conklin, associate dean
of a wonderful time spent hi the
of students, who named the ancient little building, tells of many closely-knit little group at the ivyladen building.
The time will come when "01'
Ivy" is removed from our campus
and there will ho those who will
be very sorry to see it go.

Calendar Of Events
3:30 5:00
3.30 5:00
4:00- 1:30
7:30 1:00
1:00 10:00
1:00 10:30
1:00-11:00

p.m.
p m
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

A BLAZE which broke out In the Commons the last day of first semoster's
classes attracted many spectators. The building now Is In the process of being
painted and remodeled and will continue to be used as a dining hall for Rodgers
Quad until a new building Is constructed.

Smell Of New Paint
Prevails At Commons

European Tour

Due To Recent Fire

To Be Available

The null of paint in the Commons dining hall is a familiar one
these days. The dining hall, which
is used by approximately TOO students from Rodgers Quadrangle, is
undergoing a face lifting due to
a fire which occured in the hall on
Friday, Jan. 23.

An educational tour to Ku.-.sia,
Poland and Scandanavia is now
being organized by Kduiational
Travel, Inc. of the United States
National Student Association.

Bepairi arc being made by University employees, therefore it will
be impossible to give an estimate
of the financial loss caused by the
blaze until reconstruction is cumrioted, according to John W. Bunn,
director of residential and plant
operations. The cost of material
and man hours will be tabulated
under a special fire account and
the final figure will be presented
to the insurance company for repayment.
The Commons, one of the five
non fireproof buildings on campus,
will he used us a dining hall only
until dining facilities for Rodgers
Quudrangle have been constructed,
Hunn added.

The 7G day program visits Germany, Denmark, Norway, Sweden
Finland, Russia, Poland, Austria,
and Switzerland and Is limited to
25 students. The tour la now halffilled. The all-inclusive price of
the tour covers transportation,
three meaLs daily, all sightseeing,
guides, clean and comfortable lodging, ballet tickets, opera tickets,
etc., is $1,100.
The program will enable the
students to make an entensive tour
of Scandauavia for the first part
of the summer and for the .second
part to visit the USSR and Poland.
For further information write:
USNSA, Kducational Travel, Inc.,
Department N, 701 Seventh Avenue, New York 36, N. Y.

The first of this year's .special
summer courses to be announced
by the University is a Geology
Field Camp scheduled for Aug. 3
to Sept 4. Field camp headquarters
will be about 75 miles north of
Elko, New, at Gold Greek Ranger
Station.
The field camp experience, offered for six semester hours of
credit, gives students the opportunity to learn to recognize geological features of the land, use surveying equipment and techniques,
and make maps in the field. The
students camp outdoors.
Geology students attending the
field camp come from all parts of
the country. Enrollment is limited
to 24. Director will be Dr. Milford
8. Lougheed, assisted by Charles
C. Rich, members of the I1GSU
geology faculty.
rhi. will be the sixth summer
Howling Green has sponsored a
summer geology field camp and
the fourth year the campsite has
been located in northeast Nevada.

Magazine To Sponsor
College Fiction Contest
Mademoiselle Magazine is accepting entries from undergraduate
women for its annual College
Fiction Contest.
The two winners of the Contest
will receive $500 each for the
serial rights to their stories and
publication in Mademoiselle.
Stories that have appeared in
undergraduate publications are acceptable if they have not been
published elsewhere. Contestants
may submit more than one entry,
but stories must be original and
fictitious and should run from approximately 2,500 to 5,000 words.
All entries for the contest must
be submitted by March 1, to Collego Fiction Contest, MADEMOISELLE, 575 Madison Avenue,
New York 22. Winners will be
announced in the August 1950
issue of Mademoiselle.

Tuesday, February 10

To|l Room. U.U.
Campua Fellowship Commit!** "Halln**"
Ohio Suit*, U.U.
Fr*ahm*n Ruah—Woman'a
S.A.M. Orqonliational M**tlnq
Harrison Room, U.U.
Orch*al* R*h*ai>al
.. Main Auditorium
Campua Wl»n Mooting
P.rty and Croqhan Rooms. U.U.
Chf Om*aa All Campua 8*r*nad*
Campua
W*dn*sday, February II
pfOU| Chapal
3:30- 4:30 p.m. UCF Chapal Sortie*
3:30- 5:00 p.m. Collaga of Bualncai Adm. Student Faculty Seminaia
Hecilal Hall
3:30- 1:00 p.m. Cobue Hou
Alumni Room. U.U.
4:00- 1:30 p.m. Freshman Rush—Woman's
1:00- 7:30 p.m. UAO Board of Directors Mooting.
Capital Room. U.U.
8:30 liOO p.m. Circle K Meeting
Taft Room. U.U.
7:00 liOO p.m. Phi Upailon Omlcron M**ting
Wayne Room. U.U.
7:00- 1:00 p.m. Campus Fellowship Committee Coffee Hour
Rlvor Room, U.U.
7:00- 0:00 p.m. Horn* Economics Club Me*tlng
104 P.A. Bldg.
7:00- 1:00 p.m. Beta Beta Beta Mo-ting
300 Moseley Hall
7:00- 9:00 p.m. Kappa Mu Epellon Meeting
P*rry and Croqhan Rooms, U.U.
7:00 10:00 p.m. Workshop Players Meeting
Whit* Doqwood Room, U.U.
7:15- 1:00 p.m. Varslly Club Mooting
Pink Doqwood Room. U.U.
1:00 p.m.
Baek*tball with Tol*do
Men's Gym
Thursday. February 12
2:30- 3:M p.m. ISA Coff** Hour
Rl»*r Room, U.U.
3:30- 3:00 p.m. Books and Coff** Hour
Capital Room. U.U.
4:00 1:30 p.m. Freshman Ruth—Woman's
4:00 5:30 p.m. Council on 8tud*nt Affairs Mooting
Taft Room. U.U.
*:00 1:00 p.m. UAO Ent*rlalnm*nt D*pl., Auditions and R*h*arsals Carnation Room
•:1V 7:30 p.m. Christian Sclent* Organisation
Prout Chapel
0:30 1:30 p.m. Kappa Delia PI Meeting
Capital Room. U.U.
• :30- 1:30 p.m. Student Council and Cabinet Mealing
Taft Room. U.U.
7:00- 8:00 p.m. Om*ga Phi Alpha Mooting
Perry and Croqhan Rooms. U.U.
7:00 1:00 p.m. German Club and Gamma Mu Epsllon Meeting; Wayne Harrison Room
7:00- 1:00 p.m Parshinq Rlfl*s Initiation
Pink Dogwood Room. U.U.
7:00- 0:00 p.m. Alpha Epsllon Delta Meellnq
Rlvor Room, U.U.
7:00 11:00 p m. ACE Meeting
..Grand Ballroom. U.U.
7:13 1:13 p.m. Chemical lournal Club Help
140 Overman Hall
Friday, February 13
4:00 1:30 p.m. Freshman Rush—Woman's
7:00- 1:00 p.m. Jewish Cong rogation
Prout Chapel
I 00 10:00 p.m. Orchasls Annual Danco Concert
Main Auditorium
1:00- 1:00 a.m. Rodgers Quadrangle Cloaed Formal
Grand Ballroom, U.U.
Wreetllnq with Wealera Ontario
Men's Gym
Saturday, February 14
• 00 10:00 p.m. Orchesks Annual Danco Concert
Main Auditorium
•• Midnight "UAO All Campua Dance
Grand Ballroom, U.U.
Swimming with Central Michigan
Natatorlum
Sunday. February IS
0:13 10:13 a.m. ISA Break|aat
Pheasant Room. U.U.
10:00 a.m.-noon Gamma Delia Student Worship Service
Prout Chapol
1:00- 3:00 pm. IfC Fraahman Ruah Mealing
Dogwood Room. U.U.
2:00 3:30 p.m. BrLdg* Club
Alumni Room. U.U.
3:00- 3:00 p.m. CCF Officers' Bible Study and Mealing
Prout Chapol
1:00 t:30 pm. UCF. Universal Day of Prayer for Sludenla
Prout Chapal
1:30 1:30 p.m. UCF Marriad Couples Maatlng
Capital Room. U.U.
If IS p m
A Cappella Choir Concert
Grand Ballroom. U.U.
IFC Fraahman Rush
Fraternity Housos
Monday, February II
3:30 3:00 p.m. English Depl. Mealing
Enqllsh Dspt.
4:00- 3:00 p.m. Panhellenlc Council
Tafl Room. U.U.
1:30- 1:30 p.m. AWS Judicial Board Mooting
Ad. Hide. Rooms 400-402
1:30-10:20 p.m. IFC Rush Parti**
Fraternity Houses
7:30- 1:30 p.m. Air Fore* Reserve Meetinq
Overman Hall. Room 33
7:30- 1:30 p.m. Delta Nu Alpha Mooting
Wayno Room. U.U.
0:00 p.m.
ITC F.ROCUHTO and Committee Mooting
Tafl Room. U.U.
AWS Moating

BARGAIN

THIS

WEEK

fyounicUn Pen

Get satisfying flavor...So friendly lo your taste!

WITH INK

$3.44 Value for

75c

NO FLAT
'FILTERED-OUT" :
FLAVORI

NO DRY
"SMOKED-OUT" :
TASTEI

Republican Press
134 E. Wooster

Bowling Green. Ohio

See how Pall Mall's famous length of fine
tobacco travels and gentles the smokemakes it mild—but does not filter out
that satisfying flavor!

HERE'S WHY SMOKE TRAVELED* THROUGH FINE TOBACCO TASTES BEST

Outstanding...
and they are Mild I

You get Pall Mall's
■y famous length of the
J_ finest tobaccos
money can buy.
• A.t.co.

Pall Mall's famous
O length travels and
/Q gentles the smoke
naturally ...

Travels it over.
O under, around and
fj_y through Pall Mall's
fine tobaccos I
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